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Objectives 

1. Review key elements of brain research regarding memory. 

2. Identify benefits of oral storytelling for elders in any setting or venue. 

3. Identify elements of effective programs for residents including timeframe, story 

types, telling techniques, and interaction. 

4. Determine marketing strategies that help storytellers reach senior communities. 

 

Brain Research and Story 

• A story can put your whole brain to work.  

• A story, if broken down into the simplest form is a connection of cause and effect. A 

simple story is more successful than a complicated one. 

• Our brains want to relate a story to one of our existing experiences. A story is the only 

way to activate parts in the brain so that a listener turns the story into their own idea 

and experience. 

• A story diminishes filters so that the plot more easily makes it to long term memory. 

 

Benefits for Seniors 

• Listening to a story is not a passive activity. 
• Seniors are often used to listening with intent. It’s social, it’s fun. 
• Classic stories or authors are familiar, therefore welcome. 
• Stories spark conversations and even sharing personal stories. 
• Audiences are full of storytellers who practice the craft – sometimes everyday. 

 

Elements of Effective Programs 

• Time frame 

• Story type and themes 
• Interaction 

• Telling techniques 
• Logistics – sound and visuals 

• Storytime follow up – memory exercises, creative activity 

• Remembrance – a simple gift or token 

 

Marketing Strategies 

• Flyer or letter of introduction for community life coordinators 
• Reference letters or quotes from listeners 
• Sample program descriptions 
• Bio and marketing materials 
• Why are you different than other performers or speakers? 

• Why are you different from other storytellers? 


